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Western gray whale, “Flex”, makes an unexpected journey

In early October 2010, a team of Russian and United States
scientists, including HMSC’s Bruce Mate, Marine Mammal
Institute Director (standing in photo below), tagged a
western North Pacific gray whale off Sakhalin Island, Russia
with a satellite-monitored tag. The tagging was the first
for this IUCN Red-Listed Critically Endangered Species,
consisting of only 130 individuals and 33 reproductive
females. Nicknamed “Flex” as a calf in 1997 off Sakhalin,
the whale was tracked for 124 days,
with 7000 people from 40 countries
following Flex’s weekly movements
on the MMI webpage http://mmi.
oregonstate.edu/Sakhalin2010
Although the western gray whale’s
feeding grounds in the Russian Far
East are known, details of their
migration routes and breeding
grounds are not. It was believed that
western gray whales would migrate
past Japan and Korea en route
south for the winter in the South
China Sea. The tag data showed
Flex off Northeast Sakhalin until
mid-December, but then moving
east across the Okhotsk Sea to the
western Kamchatka Peninsula,
then around it to the Commander

Islands before crossing the Bering Sea to the Alaskan shelf and
through the eastern Aleutians and across the Gulf of Alaska to the
Pacific Northwest coast (see map). By February, Flex arrived off the
northwest coast of Washington with his last location near Siletz Bay
on 4 February. Based on his trajectory and speed, MMI researchers
tried to locate him by boat at projected locations as far as Monterey,
California. After leaving Sakhalin, ‘Flex’ moved 7546 km (almost
5,000 miles) over 55 days (averaging 5.73 km/h) during his migration.

Flex has been photo-identified during subsequent
summers at Sakhalin, but the tagging data are the first
clues of his movement into the range of the Eastern
North Pacific gray whale. Recently Flex’s photo has
been found from an April 2008 survey of western
Vancouver Island. These photos provide evidence that
Flex has visited the eastern North Pacific before. These
data will be further analyzed along with genetic data to
better understand the distinction between eastern and
western gray whales. Funding was provided by Exxon
Neftegas Ltd. (ENL) and Sakhalin Energy Investment
Company (Sakhalin Energy) via the IUCN and
International Whaling Commission.

Notes from
the Director
HMSC has had a wet but busy
winter. Our new dissecting
microscopes arrived, and the
generous donations from Friends
Dr. George Boehlert, HMSC Director
of HMSC stimulated matching
funding from the OSU Provost,
enabling the purchase of six new compound scopes that should
arrive soon. Dr. Fred Allendorf from the University of Montana
arrived as the Lavern Weber Visiting Scientist and has been very
engaged with the HMSC community with teaching, seminars,
and research. On the facilities front, we continue to seek state
and federal permits to install an innovative “dynamic revetment”
on our eastern shore to staunch the erosion. Sadly, delays to the
permit and continued erosion have necessitated the closure of the
northern half of our estuary trail for public safety.
We received the report of last September’s external review
of HMSC, which was laudatory but still had several important
recommendations to improve the role that HMSC plays in all
areas of our strategic plan – research, education, partnerships,
and infrastructure. We are working on a response to the report –
recommending to OSU leadership some steps to implement the
key recommendations.
As spring neared, many of us were awakened early morning
March 11 with news of the Japanese earthquake and tsunami,
and the alert that a tsunami affecting the US west coast was on
its way. We implemented our emergency procedures, group
leaders at HMSC were mobilized, and based on our assessment
of the situation, HMSC was closed and evacuated. Of course,
emergency procedures often require refinement with experience,
and this event was no exception. Subsequent meetings within
HMSC as well as with others in Lincoln County have helped us
create improved procedures to maximize the safety of our staff.
We were fortunate to have no damage in Yaquina Bay, but the
visual images of the earthquake, tsunami, and their aftermath in
Japan give much more credence to what might happen should a
large Cascadia earthquake strike on our coast. Our hearts go out
to all the Japanese suffering the aftermath of this disaster.

Meet HMSC’s 2011 Weber Visiting
Scientist
What’s evolution got to do with it? A lot, according to
Dr. Fred Allendorf, HMSC’s current Lavern Weber Visiting
Scientist. Dr. Allendorf, a Regents Professor of Biological
Sciences at the University of Montana, and a Professorial
Research Fellow at Victoria University of Wellington in New
Zealand, observes evolution in daily life and has spent his
career studying conservation through the lens of evolutionary
processes. During his three-month tenure at HMSC, Dr.
Allendorf is working with HMSC genetic researchers,
including Michael Banks, Scott Baker, and Kathleen
O’Malley.
In honor of Darwin’s birthday, Dr. Allendorf presented a
talk for the public entitled “Evolution Today: Return of the
Bed Bugs” on February 16, in the Hennings Auditorium at
the HMSC Visitor Center. In his presentation, he focused on
genetic approaches to the study of evolution, using the recent
resurgence of bed bugs, and the genetic effects of harvesting
exploited fish populations as examples. Dr. Allendorf pointed
out that bed bugs “have evolved over time” to develop
resistance to many of the chemicals previously used to
try to control them. He also talked about how preferential
harvest of larger and older fish can have a harmful effect on
species, such as salmon, by the process of natural selection.
“If you understand genetic and evolutionary principles, you
can apply them to
anything,” he said.
Dr. Allendorf is
the co-author of
Conservation and
the Genetics of
Populations, which
examines genetic
variation in natural
populations, the
principles and
mechanisms of
evolutionary change, Dr. Fred Allendorf shown above with his wife Michel.
and how it applies to
conservation issues,
methods, and management. “Evolution is not just about
understanding the past,” notes Allendorf. “It’s also about
influencing our future.”
Lavern Weber, HMSC Director from 1974-2002, has
promoted research and scholarship in marine science
throughout his tenure at HMSC. Lavern and his wife Pat
now continue this support through their generous support of
the Weber Visiting Scientist Program at the Hatfield Marine
Science Center.

Thank you for your support.
To become a member of the Friends of HMSC, or for more information, please see
http://hmsc.oregonstate.edu/friends/
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Sea Grant Briefs
Glass Quilt

by Nancee Hunter, Assistant Director of
Education, Oregon Sea Grant

You’re invited to contribute to the future of marine education
at OSU’s Hatfield Marine Science Center Visitor Center – and
be part of a beautiful glass quilt, filled with images of Oregon’s
marine life, on display in the Visitor Center lobby. A new fundraising campaign aims to support and enhance marine education
programs and exhibits at HMSC while creating a beautiful work
of ocean-themed art that hangs in the Visitor Center’s lobby.
For a tax-deductible donation of $250 or more to the Glass
Quilt Campaign, donors can support the Visitor Center’s growth
by sponsoring a glass square engraved with their name – or that
of a friend, organization or loved one. The quilt is a series of
160 interlocking glass tiles symbolizing
the great web of marine life – and the web
of support the Visitor Center relies on to
conduct its K-12 and public education
programs. It will be on display at the Center
for the next five years.

“New and exciting opportunities arise every day, including
advancements in teaching and classroom science and new
technologies that allow for more interactive exhibits and animal
displays” explained Sea Grant Education Director Nancee Hunter.
“These require resources beyond our typical operating budget. By
giving to the Glass Quilt Campaign, people will contribute to our
ongoing work of teaching the next generation to value Oregon’s
oceans, land and way of life.”
Tax-deductible donations may be made through the Center’s Web
site, at: http://hmsc.oregonstate.edu/visitor/glassquilt
or by check, made payable to OSU Foundation-HMSC Glass
Quilt and mailed to Nancee Hunter, Glass Quilt Giving Campaign,
Hatfield Marine Science Center, 2030 SE Marine Science Drive,
Newport OR 97365.

New Albatross Exhibit

Dr. Rob Suryan’s research on albatrosses is being featured in a new display
under development. Mark Farley created an environment reminiscent of an
albatross rookery to attract visitors to an interactive exhibit that will highlight
the effects of marine debris on the diet of young albatross.

Aquarist’s Notebook

by Harrison Baker
HMSC Student Aquarist

When our female wolf eel stopped eating for an extended
period, Dr. Tim Miller-Morgan decided that we should get a
closer look at her. To move the animal safely, we used our
recently-donated scaffold and all available husbandry staff.
At this point in the narrative, it is customary to use the cliché
“as slippery as an eel.” Wolf eels are not slippery (their skin is
soft but not particularly lubricous), nor are they eels (they are a
species of wolffish). They are, however, long and maneuverable,
which makes them difficult to catch. Trying to catch a wolf eel is
like trying to catch a heavy length of rope that very much wants
to do something else.

For our first attempt, I entered the tank with Oregon Coast
Community College Aquarium Science (AQS) student volunteer
Kaitlyn Kliman. AQS volunteer Stacey Nelson waited above
with Visitor Center aquarist José Marin Jarrin and Wet Lab
aquarist Alyssa Harrison. Despite our efforts, the animal
managed to remain entrenched in her hollow rock.
After further logistical planning, José and I entered the tank
again with curator Dennis Glaze standing by. This time we
managed to quickly move the animal to the West Wing. As of
this writing, she appears healthy and relaxed and has started to
eat again. Wolf eels can go without food for several months and
sometimes do so seasonally, so the lack of any signs of disease
indicates that nothing abnormal is happening…but we are still
relieved to see her eating again!
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HMSC Briefs
The Hatfield Marine Science Visitor Center’s 12th
annual “Fossil Fest” was a resounding success by
all measures. Over 950 people joined us on February
12th to participate in a variety of educational
and entertaining activities. Oregon’s preeminent
paleontologist and co-author of the book Oregon
Fossils, Dr. William Orr, delivered a presentation titled
“Digging up the Kings Valley Groundsloth”. Remains
of the extinct Harlan sloth (Mylodon harlani) were
discovered almost a generation ago in Kings valley but
was excavated only last winter. The skeleton is about
80% complete and Dr. Orr’s talk took us through the
process of excavation, identification and stabilization
of the fossil
bones. The North
American Research
Group also
participated with
fossil displays and
children’s activities.
Be sure not to
miss next year’s
event tentatively
scheduled for
February 11, 2012.
Desmostylus cheek teeth,
from an extinct sea cow (30-10 million years ago). The generic name Desmostylus,
derived from the Greek Desmos (bundle) and Stylos (pillar/column), refers to the
structure of these odd molars as a tightly packed group of tapering cylinders.

Is there a better
way to get from
the valley to the
Newport area
for work every
day than driving
alone? HMSC
commuters have
discovered that a
vanpool provides
just such an
option. Itchung
Cheung, HMSC’s
Academic Program Coordinator, worked with Valley VanPool
to spearhead the effort after an initial jumpstart from HMSC
Sustainability Committee member Melissa Murphy. The option
they chose is a 9-person van leased from a vendor, VPSI, and
shown in the photo in its dedicated parking spot on the HMSC
campus. The initial response campus-wide has been enthusiastic,
and with enough participation a second van may be offered.
While there are many reasons commuters choose to participate
in a vanpool, one common theme is to avoid the stress of a long
solo drive twice a day. Vanpool commuters, however, are also
enjoying newfound time during the drive to work, relax, and to
get to know new people. There is of course an additional benefit
for us all…almost 1000 miles per day of driving (and associated
greenhouse gases) removed from our roads! Go vanpoolers!

Volunteer Corner
The Visitor Center would like to acknowledge
long-time volunteer
Ray Clark. Ray
consistently
volunteers
twice a month,
which requires
him to drive
all the way
from his home
in Keizer,
OR. Ray has
been donating
his time since
1985. Over
the course of
his 26 years at
HMSC he has
accumulated
an amazing, entertaining array of stories and
experiences. We feel very privileged that Ray
has stayed with HMSC all these years and want to
thank him for all of his contributions!
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HMSC’s latest generous ponytail donation
was by Jose Marin Jarrin, a graduate
student at HMSC, at the annual fundraiser for
the HMSC
Student
Organization
(HsO) at
the Holiday
Party for
HMSC
staff and
volunteers.
Jose donated
his luxurious
locks to
“Locks for
Love” and
also used the
opportunity
to help HsO
raise over
$1000, with half of it used for student travel
scholarships and the other half donated to
CASA (Court Appointed Special Advocates
for Children), a local organization.

A highlight
of the HMSC
Holiday Party
for staff and
volunteers is
presentation
of the HMSC
Community
Spirit
Award,
which honors volunteer efforts and
contributions made by Hatfielders to the
local community. This year’s awardees,
Ted DeWitt (EPA) and Cait Goodwin (Sea
Grant), were instrumental in linking scientists
as mentors to students developing science
fair projects, with over 30 science mentors
volunteering their time, expertise and
enthusiasm. HMSC is proud of this strong
support the 2010 Newport Schools Science
Fair, held in May, and we thank Ted and Cait
for providing opportunities for scientists to
share their love for science with the next
generation.

HMSC Briefs
The OSU Ocean Sciences REU program sent six REU students to
the 2011 American Society of Limnology and Oceanography meeting
in San Juan, Puerto Rico: Serena Gountanis (Smyth Lab), Danielle
Asson and Keya Jackson (Chapman/Dumbauld Lab, HMSC), Evan
Portier (Goni Lab), Melissa Prechtl (Peterson Lab, HMSC) and Leah
Segui (Brodeur/Suryan Lab, HMSC). Students participated in the
ASLO Multicultural Program and the REU-to-Meetings Program.
Daniel Asson and Melissa Prechtl, two OSU students whose mentors
were John Chapman/Brett Dumbauld and Bill Peterson, respectively,
presented their
summer REU
research at the
meeting. Both
students spent
time at HMSC as
marine biology
students in the
2010 OSU spring
term followed by
the 2010 OSU
REU in ocean
sciences. Danielle
also presented
her research at
the 2010 SACNAS conference for advancing Hispanics/Chicanos &
Native Americans in Science. (Danielle Asson shown in photo above)

The Newport Community has been energized by
recent developments at the new site for NOAA’s
Marine Operations Center-Pacific here at South
Beach! Progress is apparent on the waterfront site,
with new buildings and piers nearing completion.
The Port of Newport will be ready to welcome the
NOAA oceanographic and fisheries Pacific Coast fleet
to Newport in June 2011. Their move will more than
double the presence of NOAA here at South Beach,
as the MOC-P joins the NOAA Fisheries and Pacific
Marine Environmental Lab employees that are well
established here on the HMSC campus.

Honor Roll
Congratulations to finishing graduate students:
Erin Kunisch (Defended March 2011)
M.Sc. Department of Fisheries and Wildlife, Oregon State University
Advisor: Dr. Markus Horning
Angie Sremba (Defended January 2011)
M.Sc. Department of Fisheries and Wildlife, Oregon State University
Advisor: Dr. C. Scott Baker
Kristina McCann-Grosvenor (Defended December 2010)
M.Sc., Chemical Oceanography, College of Oceanic and Atmospheric
Sciences (COAS)
Advisor: Dr. Clare Reimers
Londi Tomaro (Defended September 2010)
M.Sc. Department of Fisheries and Wildlife, Oregon State University
Advisor: Dr. Jessica Miller
Becka Baldwin (September 2010)
Ph.D. Department of Fisheries and Wildlife, Oregon State University
Advisors: Dr. Michael Banks and Dr. Kym Jacobson
Mattias Johansson (June 2010)
Ph.D. Department of Fisheries and Wildlife, Oregon State University
Advisor: Dr. Michael Banks

The
Sustainability
Award is
presented by
the HMSC
Sustainability
Committee to
individuals who
significantly
advance the goals
of sustainability
on the HMSC
campus, for the benefit of the entire community. The trophy
was designed and fabricated by HMSC’s own Tom Matteson,
and in keeping with the principals of sustainability is made
entirely from recycled materials. This is a rotating award, and
the Committee is proud to announce that Janet Webster is the
current recipient. After prolonged discussion about possible
locations for a covered bike rack, Janet took charge and offered
to put it in front of the Guin library. The HMSC Facilities
Department wasted no time in getting it ordered and installed,
allowing HMSC bikers the luxury of a dry seat for the ride
home and encouraging sustainable practices on the HMSC
campus. Thank you to Janet, and to Randy Walker and his staff
for HMSC’s new covered bike rack!
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HMSC Academic Program News

You’re invited

to the 17th Annual Markham Marine Research Symposium

A number of donors have made a series of research fellowships available to students conducting research at the HMSC. Mamie
Markham, whose son John is a marine biologist and courtesy faculty with the OSU College of Oceanic and Atmospheric Sciences
(COAS), began giving small donations in 1986. Over the years, her interest and relationship with the center grew, with everincreasing annual donations for student research and library support. In 1991 a Scholarship and Awards Day symposium was
started to bring donors and the students they supported together to learn about the students’ research. In 1995 Mrs. Markham
donated $500,000 that lead to the establishment of the annual Mamie Markham awards
and the Mamie Markham Marine Research Symposium. This is an open invitation to the
HMSC community to learn about and celebrate student research at HMSC. Mark your
calendar for Wednesday, June 15th to join us for the 17th Annual Markham Marine Science
Research Symposium. Students who have received awards in the past 1-2 years at HMSC
will be presenting their current research findings made possible with the support of HMSC
scholarships and awards. New student award recipients will be presenting posters of their
proposed research at the symposium in the lobby. HMSC Scholarships, Fellowships and
Awards information can be found at: http://hmsc.oregonstate.edu/awards.html 		

New microscopes get used for Weekend Experiential course
This winter the new dissecting microscopes saw their first students. The
HMSC Weekend Experiential course in Marine Habitats (BI/FW 111)
enjoyed their first sight of plankton collected from Yaquina Bay and
other marine life. This was an introductory course with an experiential
field/laboratory emphasis designed for non-science and potential science
majors. Students spent the weekend with an overnight at HMSC for this
“immersion learning” course on marine habitats. This year, due to a low tide
at 8:00 pm, students had the opportunity to experience intertidal collecting
after dark with headlights, flashlights and fun. The goals of these courses
are to introduce,
inspire and educate
undecided or nonscience major
students through
labs and “hands on”
field experiences.
Due to the popularity
of these courses,
there are now four
different courses in
marine mammals,
marine habitats,
marine and coastal
Photo of an egg mass taken through one of the new microscopes.
forests.

Oregon State University Hatfield Marine Science Center
Summer 2011 Course offerings in Marine and Environmental Studies
http://hmsc.oregonstate.edu/summer.html
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King Crabs: Student researcher tests effects of
conditioning on hatchery-cultured red king crabs

HMSC Academic Program News

by Ben Daly, University of Alaska Fairbanks

As a part of my PhD dissertation research at the University
of Alaska Fairbanks, I am conducting behavioral experiments
on hatchery-cultured Alaskan red king crabs, a commercially
important species that has been in a population decline. Stock
enhancement has been proposed as a population recovery tool
for depressed king crab stocks in Alaska. Hatchery raised crabs
have no experience with predators and may succumb to high
rates of predation when released into the wild. Conditioning
techniques, such as exposure to predators during hatchery
rearing, may be critical for increasing survival after release.
I conducted juvenile king crab behavioral experiments at
the Hatfield Marine Science Center in the fall of 2010, taking
advantage of the Hatfield’s experimental seawater facilities.
In collaboration with HMSC’s Dr. Al Stoner of NOAA, I am
determining if prior exposure to predators can modify predatoravoidance and increase survival of hatchery raised juvenile red
king crabs.
We ‘conditioned’ crabs by exposing them to visual and
chemical cues of predator fish (either Pacific halibut or Pacific
cod), with and without physical contact with the fish. A third
group of ‘naïve’ crabs were not exposed to fish predators.
We then observed the behavioral responses of crabs to

Ben Daly with an adult red king crab.

determine if prior exposure increased survival during later
encounters with fish. Experiments were video recorded to
determine crab survival rates, attack rates by predators, activity
levels of crabs and fish, and use of the habitat by the crabs.
Preliminary results suggest that prior exposure to halibut may
induce a behavioral change in juvenile red king crabs, both in
survival and in an increase in cryptic behavior (using the habitat
to hide from predators). The lower cryptic behavior of the naïve
crabs was likely linked to increased susceptibility to predation.
This research will help refine hatchery rearing procedures and
release protocols for future stock enhancement programs.

30th Anniversary of the Marine Biology Spring Term 2011

This spring marks the 30th offering of OSU’s marine biology
course for undergraduates. Leaving the Corvallis campus behind
for two months and moving closer to the ocean, twenty OSU
undergraduate students will have
the opportunity to spend the
entire spring term immersed in
a single comprehensive marine
biology course, Marine Biology,
BI 450/451). First offered at
HMSC in 1980, Marine Biology
has been taught by several
instructors including: Chris
Bayne, Frank Conte, and Austin
Pritchard, Zoology; John Baross,
Microbiology; Kensal Van
Holde, Biochemistry & Biophysics; Ralph Quatrano, Botany;
Jefferson Gonor, COAS; Carl Bond and Bob Olson, Fisheries
& Wildlife. This unique experiential course continues to offer
an unparalleled educational experience on the central Oregon
coast. In addition to dividing their time between lectures in the
classroom, field studies along the coast and laboratories in the
wet labs, students take advantage of all aspects of living and
thriving at HMSC.

This year, the students will have a welcome new addition to
the course…new microscopes. “There’s no question that the new
microscopes will make a huge difference to our students who
come to HMSC to experience marine biology
in one of the best venues in the country.
These scopes will be one more reason to
be proud of the HMSC facility,” said Sally
Hacker, Associate Professor of Zoology and
lead instructor for BI 450/451. Students
will collect seaweeds,
invertebrates, trawl
for fish on the R/V
Elakha and of course
get stuck in our
mudflats. Please join
us in welcoming
the students to our
community; you are
invited to join the
celebration on June
3 from 12-4pm in the Hennings Auditorium where we will host
the students’ final presentations.
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Hatfield Marine Science Center
2030 SE Marine Science Drive
Newport, OR 97365
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Upwelling is produced and distributed 3 times a year to the
Friends of HMSC membership. Your feedback is welcome.
(email: maryann.bozza@oregonstate.edu)

2010 Ocean Conditions Make Future Salmon Outlook A Flip Of The Coin
Pacific Ocean conditions off the Northwest coast were truly
Jekyll and Hyde-like in 2010, making life difficult for biologists who try to predict future salmon runs by analyzing how
well juvenile fish survive their first few weeks at sea. The
sudden transition from El Niño to La Niña conditions was so
abrupt that the impact on fisheries may not be known for a
while, says Bill Peterson, a NOAA fisheries biologist at the
Hatfield Marine Science Center.
“The warm El Niño water lasted until June, and then within
just a few days, the ocean got as cold as it has been in recent
years,” said Peterson. “It was just plain nuts.” He added, “I
don’t think I’m making a forecast this year; it could go either
way.”
For the past 13 years, Peterson and his colleagues have conducted trawl surveys funded by the Bonneville Power Administration in June and September from Cape Perpetua to La Push,
Washington, counting the abundance of juvenile salmon along
the near-shore waters of the West Coast.
When salmon first leave the estuary to enter the ocean,
they must have enough food to not only survive, but to grow
rapidly enough to avoid predation. But in May and June of
2010, during the tail end of the El Niño, “we had some of the
worst ocean conditions we’ve seen in the 13 years we’ve been
sampling,” Peterson said. “Then in July, the conditions were as
good as they’ve ever been. So it’s a question of timing. If the
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juvenile salmon came out early, they likely died. If they came out
later, they should be fine.”
Peterson said the juvenile chinook count in summer 2010 was
the third highest they’ve had in their 13 years, raising hope for
future chinook runs. In contrast, they caught almost no juvenile
coho salmon in September 2010, which has scientists worried.
Juvenile coho tend to stay just off the Northwest coast and if
they migrated seaward too early, they may have encountered a
barren ocean. Scientists aren’t sure exactly what triggers their
migration to the ocean, but they should learn quite a bit about
the importance of timing this year. For more information, go
to http://www.nwfsc.noaa.gov then click on “Ocean Conditions and Salmon Forecasting.”

Forces affecting coastal upwelling (from http://www.nwfsc.noaa.gov)

